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Disclaimer: 
 Welcome! This guide was created in my spare time for your needs and my 
 enjoyment. I hope everything you need to improve your skills in Razor Racing 
 is found here and I'm always looking for more things to add. If you wish to 
 contact me, there are a few ways above and you can always see me around 
 GameFAQs under the username Menji76. 
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 1. Basic Info                                                          [100] 
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+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+- 
 i. Controls                                                            [101] 
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+- 

Key 
U  | Up    (on D-Pad) 
D  | Down  (on D-Pad) 
L  | Left  (on D-Pad) 
R  | Right (on D-Pad) 
/\ | Triangle 
[] | Square 
X  | X 
O  | Circle 
R1 | R1 
L1 | L1 
R2 | R2 
L2 | L2 
,  | Press after previous button 
+  | Press at same time 
*  | Hold button 
/  | Used to create the diagonal 



Ground 
While you are on the ground there are a few things you’ll be able to control. 
You can do some manuals, turn, stop and bunny hop. 

 | Buttons  | Trick       | 
 |++++++++++|+++++++++++++| 
 | U,U,/\   | Nose Manual | 
 | D,D,/\   | Manual      | 
 | L        | Turn Left   | 
 | R        | Turn Right  | 
 | X        | Bunny Hop   | 
 | O        | Brake       | 
 | L2 or R2 | Free Look   | 

Spin 
These tricks are normal moves, you can pull these off a jump or out of a 
grind. You can also try to pull them off the ground. 

 | Buttons  | Trick              | 
 |++++++++++|++++++++++++++++++++| 
 | []       | Tailwhip           | 
 | D + []   | Hand Clap          | 
 | U + []   | No Footer          | 
 | L + []   | Tailwhip           | 
 | R + []   | F/S Tailwhip       | 
 | U/L + [] | Decade Air         | 
 | U/R + [] | Body Varial        | 
 | D/L + [] | Leg Sweep          | 
 | D/R + [] | One Hand Tailwhip  | 
 | U,U,[]   | Frontflip          | 
 | D,D,[]   | Backflip No Footer | 

Hold 
These tricks allow you to get more points by continually holding circle. Be 
careful not to hold it to long because you’ll crash if you hit the ground 
still holding circle. 

 | Buttons   | Trick            | 
 |+++++++++++|++++++++++++++++++| 
 | U + O     | Rocket           | 
 | D + O     | Nac Nac          | 
 | L + O     | Table Top        | 
 | R + O     | X-Up             | 
 | U/L + O   | Candy Bar        | 
 | U/R + O   | Superman         | 
 | D/L + O   | One Hand Can Can | 
 | D/R + O   | Indian Air       | 

Grind
Curbs, rails, cars, and lips of ramps can all be grinded. For the railgrind, 
you need to come to the object perpendicular. 

 | Buttons | Trick     | 
 |+++++++++|+++++++++++| 
 | /\      | Feeble    | 
 | U + /\  | Crooked   | 
 | D + /\  | 5-0       | 
 | /\      | Railgrind | 



Lip Stall 
You can do stalls on the lips of quarter pipes. 

 | Buttons | Trick          | 
 |+++++++++|++++++++++++++++| 
 | /\      | Handplant      | 
 | D + /\  | Rock and  Roll | 

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+- 
 ii. Levels                                                             [102] 
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+- 

There are five levels in the game. Each has a time trial and race. You can 
improve your score or time on each. 

Grunge Run Time Trial 
Grunge Race 
Grunge Scooter Park 
Mall Crawl Time Trial 
Mall Crawl Race 
Mall Crawl Scooter Park 
LA River Run Time Trial 
LA River Run Race 
LA River Scooter Park 

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+- 
 iii. Teams/Characters                                                  [103] 
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+- 

****************** 
Eastside Lightning 
****************** 
Team Color: Yellow 

Team Members: 
 Norman 
  Unlocked by: At Start 
   Wrote his first master’s thesis on bearing friction when he was eight. Now 
   focuses his attention on dominating the scooter racing circuit. 
 Claudia 
  Unlocked by: Scoring 10000 points on the Grunge Scooter Park 
   Is studying the effects of competition on the pre-adolescent psyche. In 
   order to finish her research she must compete to win. 
 Chippy 
  Unlocked by: Scoring 15000 points on the Mall Crawl Scooter Park 
   A lab chimp the Norman and Claudia rescued from a research laboratory. 
   Chippy is super intelligent and able to race with best of them. 
 Professor Otto Von Thrash 
  Unlocked by: Scoring 20000 points on the LA River Run Scooter Park 
   The professor is a scientific genius and isn’t too shabby at the scootin’ 
   thing too. He is equal part brains and style. 

****************** 
Bay City Thrashers 



****************** 
Team Color: Red 

Team Members: 
 Oni 
  Unlocked by: At Start 
   Is the self appointed leader of the thrashers. She may be a girl but that 
   doesn’t stop her from kicking some tail. 
 Mikey 
  Unlocked by: Scoring 10000 points on the Grunge Scooter Park 
   A loose cannon that sometimes loses his cool. He’s always unpredictable so 
   you can never count him out of any competition. 
 Streak 
  Unlocked by: Scoring 15000 points on the Mall Crawl Scooter Park 
   Is nimble and quick as a whip, when he keeps an even temper. Streak can 
   earn his fair share of victories for the thrashers. 
 Granny 
  Unlocked by: Scoring 20000 points on the LA River Run Scooter Park 
   Is kind and sweet except when the championship is on the line. Don’t let 
   this innocent face fool you because she can thrash with the best of them. 

************* 
Front Runners 
************* 
Team Color: Blue 

Team Members: 
 Dino
  Unlocked by: At Start 
   Plays QB for his football team and is always in charge, a natural leader. 
   Dino keeps his team motivated. 
 Melissa 
  Unlocked by: Scoring 10000 points on the Grunge Scooter Park 
   Is a natural on the soccer field. Has lighting fast reflexes and a 
   reputation for being a clutch player. 
 Tank
  Unlocked by: Scoring 15000 points on the Mall Crawl Scooter Park 
   The goalie for his local team. Tank is as tough and aggressive as the come. 
 Ref 
  Unlocked by: Scoring 20000 points on the LA River Run Scooter Park 
   Ref is the mentor of the front runners. He loves all sports especially 
   scooter racing. Gives it everything he’s got in order to help his team win. 

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+- 
 iv. Options                                                            [104] 
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+- 

There are few modes you can access from the main menu. 1P Circuit puts into 
into the races where you can unlock characters and levels. 1P practice lets 
you practice without anybody else. 2P Versus is a mutli-player mode where you 
can play a friend. You can also check out the credits. The main options are: 

Sound Volume 
Music Volume 
Vibration On/Off 
Records 
Auto Save On/Off 
Load from Memory Card 



Save to Memory Card 
Save Options/Exit 
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 2.                             Walkthrough                             [200] 
\-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=/ 

Grunge Run Time Trial 
===================== 

Objectives: 
 +Finish 3 laps in 4 min 30 secs to qualify 
   Stay on the ground, this is to qualify 
 +Score 20000 to earn an xpoint 
   Try doing combos after grinding and mixing up the tricks 

Grunge Run Race 
=============== 

Objectives: 
 +Win 3 Lap race to unlock park 
 +Finish race in 3 min 0 secs to unlock next trial 

Tips 
 Stay on the ground during the race, you lose to speed hitting jumps. Try not 
 to do tricks, they give a possibility of crashing. Try hugging the corners 
 and not bumping into anything. There are two shortcuts in this level. The 
 first one you should skip because it’s not faster. This is the one with the 
 ramp going into the alley near the end. The one that is very helpful is the 
 opening that has no ramp. If you jump the sidewalk right before you reach it, 
 you’ll make it and just navigate through the turns. 

Grunge Scooter Park 
=================== 

Objectives: 
 +Score 10000 points to unlock teammate 
 +Score 20000 to earn an xpoint 

Tips 
 The halfpipe right at the start is the perfect place to get points. Use it to 
 your advantage and continually pump out tricks. 

Mall Crawl Time Trial 
===================== 

Objectives: 
 +Finish 3 laps in 5 min 0 secs to qualify 
   Stay on the ground, don’t go the high way 
 +Score 25000 to earn an xpoint 
   There’s a bowl you can scooter in halfway through the level 

Mall Crawl Race 
=============== 

Objectives: 
 +Win 3 lap race to unlock park 
 +Finish race in 3 min 0 secs to unlock next trial 



Tips 
 The mall is different than the other two tracks. There are two ways to go, 
 stay on the lower path for a shorter route. The upper path you can cruise on 
 your own time. There is a monster shortcut you can use that will guarantee 
 the win. Towards the end of the lap, as you come to the escalators, stay to 
 the left and jump over the left side to land on a solid barrier and then turn 
 left a bit to continue over. If you don’t do this, you will have to go down 
 the steps and then turn and come back up. 

Mall Crawl Scooter Park 
======================= 

Objectives: 
 +Score 15000 points to unlock teammate 
 +Score 25000 to earn an xpoint 

Tips 
 This is tough park. The first two ramps you start on are pretty nice to work 
 with. Try out the rails along the top side of the park and you should be able 
 to link some good combos together. 

LA River Run Time Trial 
======================= 

Objectives: 
 +Finish 3 laps in 6 min 0 secs to qualify 
  Stay off the jumps and watch out for the rails 
 +Score 30000 to earn an xpoint 
  The slalom you are in changes the sides to yellow and that is when you 
  should use it gain the points. They form a halfpipe that you can rack up 
  points on. I recommend the spot right before the finish line. 

LA River Run Race 
================= 

Objectives: 
 +Win 3 lap race to unlock park 
 +Finish race in 4 min 10 secs to complete circuit 

Tips 
 There aren’t really any shortcuts. I would stick to the path in the middle 
 rather than going up and down the walls. Watch out for barrels and pipes and 
 time the pits right so you don’t lose as much speed. It may be helpful to 
 grind the top rail but don’t stay on too long. 

LA River Scooter Park 
===================== 

Objectives: 
 +Score 20000 points to unlock teammate 
 +Score 30000 to earn an xpoint 

Tips 
 The halfpipe you start out on is a great place to get points. Just 
 continually bust out tricks and spin with them. You’ll get around 1000 
 points a trick and should be able to get this pretty easily. 

============================================================================== 



Congratulations on completing the game with that particular character. Beat it 
with everyone to truly complete the game! 
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 3.                        Frequently Asked Questions                   [300] 
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Q: Where can I get this game? 
A: Used game stores, I see it all over the place 
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 4.                              Update History                         [400] 
\-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=/ 

 Version 1.00 
  June 2nd 2007 
   Included the controls, first characters and level and some goals. Expect 
   more levels and characters on the next update. 
 Version 1.10 
  June 6th 2007 
   Included the rest of the levels, their goals and tips for those levels. The 
   rest of the characters have been added along with their bios and everything 
   you need to know is right here! 
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The following sites (and their affiliates) are the only sites allowed to host 
this FAQ. Absolutely no other site may use this FAQ if it isn't listed here. 
Please contact me if you see this on any other site as this is a major 
copyright violation. 

   www.gamefaqs.com 
   www.gamespot.com 
   www.aol.com 
   www.neoseeker.com 
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Copyright 2007 NickWorks 



All Rights Reserved 
Created by Menji76 (Nick Bryant) 
Do not use this guide without written permission from the owner. 
This is not the official FAQ/Walkthrough for Razor Racing, and I 
have no affiliation with Crave. 
All trademarks and copyrights contained in this document are owned by their 
respective trademark and copyright holders. 
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